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Pricing Policy Guidelines
I.

I N TRO DUCTI O N
a. Purpose
There is a need to address pricing policies for participation in programs,
facility use and use of equipment. The policy guidelines will identify which
services should be fee based, and provide for a fair, equitable and simple fee
structure. The guidelines will help determine the appropriate level of each fee
to meet goals by generating revenue to offset costs.
b. O bjectives
These pricing policy guidelines are intended to address pricing needs for
programs, facilities, and services of the entire department. They should allow
for a comprehensive operation that is financially feasible, sustainable, and
affordable, and also one that provides outstanding service to residents.

II.

O VERVI EW
a. Department Philosophy
The Medford Parks and Recreation Department offers diversified recreational
services to its citizens, recognizing governments’ responsibility to provide
public recreational facilities and leisure opportunities. It is the desire of the
Department to improve the quality of life for each individual and the
community as a whole and to offer the most efficient and professional
services by:
1.

Providing and maintaining parks and recreation facilities for use
by the general public

2.

Providing equal opportunity for all residents to participate in
recreational programs and to fully use the facilities of the
department

3.

Providing trained and qualified personnel for supervision and
instruction in recreation programs, and for facility maintenance
Welcoming public input into planning and evaluation of
recreation programs, facilities, and services

4.

b. Considerations
When establishing user fees, the following should be taken into consideration:
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III.

1.

Who benefits from the service, the community in general or only
the individual or group receiving the service?

2.

Did the individual or group receiving the service generate the
need and therefore the cost of providing the service? An example
of this type of service is a permitted activity in a park that
requires police presence or park personnel above and beyond the
normal operations

3.

Will imposing the full cost fee pose a hardship on specific users?

4.

Do community values support taxpayer subsidy of the cost of
service for individuals with special needs (e.g. people, with
disabilities or low-income)?

5.

Will the lever of the fee affect the demand for the service?
a) Is it possible and desirable to manage demand for a service by
changing the level of fee?
b) Are there competing providers of the service in the public or
private sector?

DEFI N I TI O N S
a. Costs
1.

Direct Costs – All the specific, identifiable expenses associated
with providing a service. These expenses include, but are not
limited to, wages and benefits, contracted services, rental of
facilities and equipment directly related to the service, and
purchased equipment and supplies

2.

Indirect Costs – Department overhead including the
administrative costs of the Department and contractual services,
as appropriate

1.

Partial Cost Fee – A fee that recovers something less than the full
cost. This could be a percentage of direct costs, all direct costs,
all direct costs plus a percentage of indirect costs, etc.

2.

Full Cost Fee – A fee that recovers the total cost of a service (the
sum of all direct and all indirect costs)

b. Fees
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3.

Market Rate Fee – A fee based on demand for a service. Once the
market is defined by identifying all providers of an identical
service, a market rate fee can be set. The fee is set at the highest
level the market will bear.

c. Participant Categories
1.
Resident – A person living within the agency boundaries who
pays taxes to the agency
2.
Non-Resident – A person living outside of agency boundaries who
does not pay taxes to the agency
3.
Child – Under the age of 13
4.
Teen – Ages 13 through 17
5.
Adult – Ages 18 through 54
6.
Active Adult – Ages 55 and up

I V.

PRI CI N G PO LI CY GUI DELI N ES
a. Pyramid Pricing Model
A pyramid pricing model illustrates a pricing philosophy based on establishing
fees commensurate with the benefit received. Descriptions regarding each
level of the pyramid are provided, however, the model is intended as a
discussion point and is very dependent on department and agency
philosophies to determine what programs and services belong on each level.
The pyramid model found on the following page graphically represents this
concept. The model is followed by a description of each level of the pyramid.
The foundational level of the pyramid represents the mainstay of a public
parks and recreation program. It is the largest service level and most heavily
tax supported. Programs appropriate to higher levels of the pyramid should
be offered only when the preceding levels below are full enough to provide a
foundation for the next level. This is intended to represent the public parks
and recreation mission while reflecting the growth and maturity of an
organization.

The Pyramid M odel
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Most
Individu
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BENEFIT
INDIVIDUAL
Community Benefit

COMMUNITY
Individual Benefit

COMMUNITY
Benefit

1.

Community Benefit – The foundation level of the pyramid is the largest and
represents those programs, facilities and services that benefit the community as a
whole. These programs, facilities and services increase property values, provide
safety, and enhance quality of life for the residents. The community generally pays
for these basic services and facilities through taxes. These services shall be offered
to agency residents at minimal or no fee. Most of the tax support of the agency
supports this level of the pyramid.
a) Examples of these basic services could include drop in swim, program brochures,
special events, scholarship programs, Youth Activity Center, concerts and movies
b) Examples of these basic facilities could include swimming pools, non-exclusive
use of a family picnic area, park playgrounds, open spaces, tennis courts,
informal ball fields, outdoor basketball courts, and walking trails.

2.

Community/ I ndividual Benefit – The second and smaller level of the pyramid
represents programs, facilities and services that promote individual physical and
mental well-being, and provide recreational skill development. They are generally
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the more traditionally expected services and beginner instructional levels. These
programs, services and facilities shall be assigned fees based on a specified
percentage of direct and indirect costs that represents a tax subsidy to account for
the COMMUNITY Benefit and participant fee to account for the Individual Benefit.
a) Examples of these services could include swim lessons, beginning level
instructional programs and classes, kid’s camps, and local trips.
b) Examples of these facilities could include picnic shelters, amphitheater and
lighted tennis courts.
3.

I ndividual/ Community Benefit – The third level of the pyramid represents
services that promote individual physical and mental well-being, and provide an
intermediate level of recreational skill development. This level provides more
INDIVIDUAL and less Community Benefit and should be priced to reflect this.
a) Examples of these services could include summer swim team, water polo teams,
adult golf lessons and picnic shelter reservations
b) Examples of these facilities could include athletic complexes, skatepark facilities,
water spray ground facilities and dog parks

4.

Highly I ndividual Benefit – The fourth level of the pyramid represents
specialized services generally for specific groups with a competitive focus. In this
level, programs and services should be priced to recover full costs.
a) Examples of these services could include a year round competitive
swim team, sports leagues and specialty classes.
b) Examples of these facilities could include tennis courts, pool lap
swim areas and playing fields

5.

Mostly Individual Benefit – The fifth level of the pyramid represents activities that
have a profit center potential and may fall outside the core mission. In this level,
programs and services should be priced to recover full cost plus a percentage or set
dollar figure

a) Examples of these activities include tournaments, concessions,
company picnics and facility rentals.
B. Criteria for Establishing Fees and Charges
1 . Low or N o Cost Recover/ High or Full Subsidy
a) Should apply to most of Community Benefit level of pyramid
b) The following criteria are used to determine if a service should be included in
the category, keeping in mind that a service does not have to meet every
criteria:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The service is equally available to everyone in the community and should
benefit everyone
Because the service is basic, it is difficult to determine benefits received by
one user
The level of service attributable to a user is not known
Administrative costs of imposing and collecting a fee exceed revenue
expected from the fee
Imposing the fee would place the agency at a serious competitive
disadvantage
The service is primarily provided by the public sector

2 . Partial Cost Recovery/ Partial Subsidy
a) Should apply to Community/Individual Benefits and Individual/Community
Benefits levels of pyramid
b) User fees may recover only partial cost for those services for which the
agency desires to manage demand
c) User fees may recover only partial cost from those individuals who cannot
pay full cost due to economic hardship
d) A user fee may recover only partial cost if competitive market conditions
make a full cost fee undesirable
e) The following criteria are used to determine if a service should be included in
this category, keeping in mind that a service does not have to meet every
criteria
• Services benefit those who participate but the community at large also
benefits
• The level of service use attributed to a user is known
• Administrative costs of imposing and collecting the fee are not
excessive
• Imposing a full cost fee would place the agency at a competitive
disadvantage
• The service is usually provided by the public sector, but may also be
provided by the private sector
3 . Full Cost Recover/ N o Subsidy
a) Should apply to Highly Individual Benefit level of pyramid
b) User fees should recover the full cost of services that benefit specific groups
or individuals
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c) User fees should recover the full cost for those services provided to persons
who generate the need for such services
d) The following criteria are used to determine if a service should be included in
this category, keeping in mind that a service does not have to meet every
criteria:
• The individual or group using the service is the primary beneficiary
• The level of service used is directly attributed to the known user
• Administrative costs of imposing and collecting the fee are not
excessive
• Imposing a full cost fee would not place the agency at a
competitive disadvantage
• The service is usually provided by the private sector, but may also
be provided by the public sector
4 . “ Enterprise” or “ Profit” Center
a) Should apply to Mostly Individual Benefit level of pyramid
b) User fees could recover more than the full cost for a service in order to
subsidize other services provided to the community
c) The following criteria are used to determine if a service should be included in
this category, keeping in mind that a service does not have to meet every
criteria:
• Individuals or groups benefit from the service and there is little
community benefit
• The level of service use attributable to a user is known
• There is excess demand for the service; therefore, allocation of
limited services is required
• Administrative costs of imposing and collecting the fee are not
excessive
• The service is provided at market price by the private sector

C. O ther Considerations
1. Administrative costs of collecting fees should be small relative to the revenue
generated by the fee
2.

Residents pay agency taxes. Therefore residents will pay a lesser fee than nonresidents for the service. Non-residents will pay a higher registration fee for
services and programs
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V.

3.

Fees and charges shall support other resources available to the Parks and
Recreation Department, and re not intended to replace them or reduce the
agency’s responsibility to provide public recreational facilities and leisure
opportunities. They provide a means to continue, and expand as necessary, the
ability to offer services to residents

4.

Refund and Transfer Policy – Will need to be established or follow current
guidelines

5.

Returned Checks – This fee is provided by the Finance Department

6.

Reduced Rate Services Policy – Funds have been established to provide reduced
or free registrations for swim lesson programs. Upon the establishment of a
Parks Foundation, this program will be expanded.

I M PLEM EN TATI O N O F PRI CI N G PO LI CY GUI DELI N ES

Fees for services shall be reviewed annually, and adjusted as necessary to meet the
Pricing Policy Guidelines
Any surplus revenue from one program may be utilized to offset costs for other related
programs or to expand programs
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Pricing Exercise
Programs

Community

Community/
Individual

Individual/
Community

Mostly
Individual

Individual

Tot Sports
Classes
Adult Sports
Leagues
Adult Sports
Tournaments
Adult Cultural
Enrichment
Classes
Youth Cultural
Enrichment
Classes
Youth Sports
Leagues
Youth Sports
Camps
Youth Day
Camps
Youth Activity
Center
Swimming –
Open Swim
Swimming –
Swim Lessons
Concessions
Athletic Field
Rental – Youth
Athletic Field
Rental – Adult
Athletic Field
Rental –
Tournament
Indoor
Playground
Swimming Pool
Rental
Facility
Rental
Portable
Playground
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